
Order Work Parts Category Stich length (mm)
1 Print out paper pattern Paper pattern
2 Joint paper pattern with scotch tape. Cut off seam allowance line (dotted outline). Paper pattern
3 Iron fabric Iron
4 Fix paper pattern onto the backside of fabric with marking pins Marking pins
5 Cut off fabric along with dotted outline of paper pattern Cut off
6 Make crease of tri-fold on seam allowance of hem with iron. Do not sew yet. Migoro Iron
7 * There is nothing to do for Miyatsu Guchi in case of mens'. Migoro -
8 Make crease of tri-fold on both of paper pattern and fabric at cuffs of left & right sleeves with iron. Do not sew yet. Sleeve Iron

9
At Base collar & Cover collar, make crease of seam allowance and center line with iron. The side, where paper 
pattern is set, is inside. Collar Iron

10

Make a tri-fold crease at seam allowance of Okumi's hem with iron. Do not sew yet.
Make a tri-fold crease at seam allowance of Okumi's Tsumashita (left & right edge under collar) with iron, take off 
paper pattern, and sew straight with sewing machine (or blind stitch) Okumi Iron, Sew straight 5

11

At left & right sleeves, take off paper pattern at 
- under sleeve
- sleeve attachment
- under sleeve attachment
(That means everything except for cuff), and zig-zag sew them (or lock sewing machine). Sleeve Zig zag sew

12 Take off paper pattern of sleeve attachment of Migoro (body), and zig-zag sew it (or lock sewing machine) Migoro Zig zag sew
13 Fold back center line of Migoro (body), and knob-sew it (straight sew with sewing machine) Migoro Sew straight 2.5
14 Sew Okumi onto left & right front Migoro. Okumi Sew straight 2.5
15 Zig-zag sew 2 fabrics of seam allowance between front Migoro and Okumi (or lock sewing machine) Okumi Zig zag sew

16

Put Migoro (body) and left & right sleeves in inside-out, and sew sleeve attachment with sewing machine (sew 
straight)

Sleeve Sew straight 2.5

17
Fold Migoro (body) in half at shoulder line. Sew straight both of fabric and paper pattern at left & right underarms 
(under sleeve attachment) of Migoro (body) with sewing machine. Migoro Sew straight 2.5

18
Take off paper pattern at seam allowance of left & right Migoro's underarms (under sleeve attachment).
And zig-zag sew two fabrics together (or lock sewing machine). Migoro Zig zag sew

19 * There is nothing to do for Miyatsu Guchi in case of mens'. Migoro -

20

Sew together left & right
- under sleeve
- under sleeve attachment
with sewing machine Sleeve Sew straight 2.5

21 Take off paper pattern at left & right cuffs, and sew tri-folded cuffs with sewing machine (or blind stitch) Sleeve Sew straight 5



22
Take off all paper patterns from Migoro and Okumi. Fix seam allowance of Migoro's & Okumi's hem with marking pins.
Flip whole kimono to inside-out. Migoro Paper pattern

23

Temporarily fix Base collar and Cover collar onto Migoro, and confirm collar's position and direction. The side, where 
collar width is narrow, is outside, and the side, where collar width is wider, is inside.
And then open collar's inside, match collar's outside's seam allowance and Migoro's collar's seam allowance, and fix 
it with marking pins. Collar -

24

Straight sew front side (side without paper pattern) of Base collar & Cover collar's outside (written on the paper 
pattern), onto Migoro's front side (side without paper pattern), with sewing machine.
As for stitch length, it's 2.5mm around neck and it's 5mm at the other parts. Collar Sew straight 2.5 & 5

25 Straight sew Base collar's edges with sewing machine (or blind stitch) Collar Sew straight 5

26
Fold Base Collar & Cover collar along with the creases, fold the edges of Base collar to inside, and temporarily fix it 
with marking pins. Collar -

27
Try it on once, and confirm if hem's line is straight and if the hem's height is correct. If it's wrong, make a crease with 
iron again. Migoro Iron

28 Straight sew hem's seam allowance with sewing machine (or blind stitch) Migoro Sew straight 5

29
Sew together from Migoro's front side. Sew straight with sewing machine (or blind stitch).
As for stitch length, it's 2.5mm around neck and it's 5mm at the other parts. Collar Sew straight 2.5 & 5


